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In Zbigniew Brzezinski’s The Grand Chessboard: American Primacy and Its  
Geostrategic Imperatives (1997), he outlines his case for how current American global 
supremacy should be used to further a long running elite plan for the unification of the 
world under the dictates of the United Nations. 

For those who don’t know, among many other things, Brzezinski was an advisor to John 
F. Kennedy, Lyndon Johnson, Hubert Humphrey, and Jimmy Carter. He was also the first 
director of the Trilateral Commission and board member of the Council on Foreign 
Relations. Currently he is a top foreign policy advisor to the Barack Obama campaign for 
presidency. 
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Controlling Eurasia With American Imperial Power 

From The Grand Chessboard: 

"In brief, for the United States, Eurasian geostrategy involves the purposeful management 
of geostrategically dynamic states and the careful handling of geopolitically catalytic 
states, in keeping with the twin interests of America in the short-term preservation of its 
unique global power and in the long-run transformation of it into increasingly 
institutionalized global cooperation. To put it in a terminology that hearkens back to the 
more brutal age of ancient empires, the three grand imperatives of imperial geostrategy 
are to prevent collusion and maintain security dependence among the vassals, to keep 
tributaries pliant and protected, and to keep the barbarians from coming together." - 40 

"...the issue of how a globally engaged America copes with the complex Eurasian power 
relationships - and particularly whether it prevents the emergence of a dominant and 
antagonistic Eurasian power -- remains central to America's capacity to exercise global 
primacy." - xiii 

"A geostrategic issue of crucial importance is posed by China's emergence as a major 
power. The most appealing outcome would be to co-opt a democratizing and free-
marketing China into a larger Asian regional framework of cooperation." - 54 

"In effect, Japan should be America's global partner in tackling the new agenda of world 
affairs. A regionally preeminent China should become America's Far Eastern anchor in 
the more traditional domain of power politics, helping thereby to foster a Eurasian 
balance of power, with Greater China in Eurasia's East matching in that respect the role 
of an enlarging Europe in Eurasia's West." - 193 

False Choice 

Like a good con man, Brzezinski insists that there is only one alternative to American 
imperial domination of Eurasia and thus the world. Of course, there is little time to take 
advantage of this "narrow window of historical opportunity". 

"In brief, America as the world's premier power does face a narrow window of historical 
opportunity. The present moment of relative global peace may be short lived. This 
prospect underlines the urgent need for an American engagement in the world that is 
deliberately focused on the enhancement of international geopolitical stability..." - 213 

"The sudden emergence of the first and only global power has created a situation in 
which an equally quick end to its supremacy -- either because of America's withdrawal 
from the world or because of the sudden emergence of a successful rival -- would 
produce massive international instability. In effect, it would prompt global anarchy." 
[emphasis mine] - 30 



"In that context, for some time to come -- for more than a generation -- America's status 
as the world's premier power is unlikely to be contested by any single challenger. No 
nation-state is likely to match America in the four key dimensions of power (military, 
economic, technological, and cultural) that cumulatively produce decisive global political 
clout. Short of a deliberate or unintentional American abdication, the only real 
alternative to American global leadership in the foreseeable future is international 
anarchy. In that respect, it is correct to assert that America has become, as President 
Clinton put it, the world's "indispensable nation." " [emphasis mine] - 195 

The Legacy of American Imperialism is United Nations Control 

"Accordingly, once American leadership begins to fade, America's current global 
predominance is unlikely to be replicated by any single state. Thus, the key question for 
the future is "What will America bequeath to the world as the enduring legacy of its 
primacy?" " - 210 

"Meeting these challenges is America's burden as well as its unique responsibility. Given 
the reality of American democracy, an effective response will require generating a public 
understanding of the continuing importance of American power in shaping a widening 
framework of stable geopolitical cooperation, one that simultaneously averts global 
anarchy and successfully defers the emergence of a new power challenge. These two 
goals-- averting global anarchy and impeding the emergence of a power rival-- are 
inseparable from the longer-range definition of the purpose of America's global 
engagement, namely, that of forging an enduring framework of global geopolitical 
cooperation." [emphasis mine] - 214 

"In brief, the U.S. policy goal must be unapologetically twofold: to perpetuate America's 
own dominant position for at least a generation and preferably longer still; and to create a 
geopolitical framework that can absorb the inevitable shocks and strains of social-
political change while evolving into the geopolitical core of shared responsibility for 
peaceful global management. A prolonged phase of gradually expanding cooperation 
with key Eurasian partners, both stimulated and arbitrated by America, can also help to 
foster the preconditions for an eventual upgrading of the existing and increasingly 
antiquated UN [United Nations] structures. A new distribution of responsibilities 
and privileges can then take into account the changed realities of global power, so 
drastically different from those of 1945." [emphasis mine] - 215 

In Closing 

My next article will examine the obstacles to the effective use of American imperial 
power as well as the methods described by Brzezinski to be used to guide the world into 
this new system including the necessary decay of American primacy. 

A fitting way to end this article is with the final paragraph from The Grand Chessboard: 
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"In the course of the next several decades, a functioning structure of global cooperation, 
based on geopolitical realities, could thus emerge and gradually assume the mantle of the 
world's current "regent," which has for the time being assumed the burden of 
responsibility for world stability and peace. Geostrategic success in that cause would 
represent a fitting legacy of America's role as the first, only, and last truly global 
superpower." - 215 

Cultural Decay and Motivating Empire 
The Grand Chessboard Part 2 

Brent Jessop - Knowledge Driven Revolution.com 
October 8, 2007 

                                         

                                                    Zbigniew Brzezinski

Zbigniew Brzezinski’s described in his book The Grand Chessboard: American Primacy 
and Its Geostrategic Imperatives (1997), how the focus of American global primacy 
should be to unify the world under the dictates of the United Nations. This was described 
in my first article entitled America's Role as the First, Only, and Last Truly Global 
Superpower. 

There are many problems associated with the emergence of the United Nations out of the 
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ashes of the American empire. Brzezinski makes clear his distain for the limitations that 
"populist democracy" puts on his desired movements around the Eurasian chessboard and 
his revulsion at the potential for an "impotent global power". 

"It is also a fact that America is too democratic at home to be autocratic abroad. This 
limits the use of America's power, especially its capacity for military intimidation. 
Never before has a populist democracy attained international supremacy. But the pursuit 
of power is not a goal that commands popular passion" [emphasis mine] - 35 

"A genuinely populist democracy has never before attained international supremacy. The 
pursuit of power and especially the economic costs and human sacrifice that the exercise 
of such power often requires are not generally congenial to democratic instincts. 
Democratization is inimical to imperial mobilization." [emphasis mine] - 210 

"Indeed, the critical uncertainty regarding the future may well be whether America might 
become the first superpower unable or unwilling to wield its power. Might it become an 
impotent global power?" - 210 

Four Key Dimensions of Power 

"In that context, for some time to come-- for more than a generation-- America's status as 
the world's premier power is unlikely to be contested by any single challenger. No nation-
state is likely to match America in the four key dimensions of power (military, economic, 
technological, and cultural) that cumulatively produce decisive global political clout." 
[emphasis mine] - 195 

Little needs to be said about the first three dimensions of power; military, economic and 
technological. The fourth dimension, culture, is very important and rarely given 
appropriate attention. Brzezinski and the elite above and around him are well aware of 
the power of the creation and manipulation of culture. It is an essential component to 
convincing the American public to execute the elite designed imperial goals as well as the 
eventual and necessary removal of American primacy to make way for the emergence of 
the United Nations’ rise to dominance. 

American Culture and the Demise of Empire 

The current culture in America is aimed at the ruination of the American society and the 
empire few Americans realize they are a part of. This process requires many different 
things, but Brzezinski highlights the major themes; lack of association with empirical 
accomplishments and goals, lack of social cohesion, individual decadence, etc. 

"Moreover, most Americans by and large do not derive any special gratification from 
their country's new status as the sole global superpower. Political "triumphalism" 
connected with America's victory in the Cold War has generally tended to receive a cold 
reception" - 36 



"More generally, cultural change in America may also be uncongenial to the sustained 
exercise abroad of genuinely imperial power. That exercise requires a high degree of 
doctrinal motivation, intellectual commitment, and patriotic gratification. Yet the 
dominant culture of the country has become increasingly fixated on mass entertainment 
that has been heavily dominated by personally hedonistic and socially escapist themes. 
The cumulative effect has made it increasingly difficult to mobilize the needed political 
consensus on behalf of sustained, and also occasionally costly, American leadership 
abroad. Mass communications have been playing a particularly important role in that 
regard, generating a strong revulsion against any selective use of force that entails even 
low levels of casualties." [emphasis mine] - 211 

"In addition, both America and Western Europe have been finding it difficult to cope with 
the cultural consequences of social hedonism and the dramatic decline in the centrality of 
religious-based values in society. (The parallels with the decline of the imperial systems 
summarized in chapter 1 [Rome for example] are striking in that respect.) The resulting 
cultural crisis has been compounded by the spread of drugs and, especially in America, 
by its linkage to the racial issue. Lastly, the rate of economic growth is no longer able to 
keep up with growing material expectations, with the latter stimulated by a culture that 
places a premium on consumption." - 212 

Proper Motivation 

Brzezinski’s geostrategic imperatives will require a final surge for the dying American 
empire. To accomplish this, he recognizes the need for the sudden emergence of a "direct 
external threat". 

"Moreover, as America becomes an increasingly multicultural society, it may find it more 
difficult to fashion a consensus on foreign policy issues, except in the circumstances of a 
truly massive and widely perceived direct external threat. Such a consensus generally 
existed throughout World War II and even during the Cold War." [emphasis mine] - 211 

"It is also a fact that America is too democratic at home to be autocratic abroad. This 
limits the use of America's power, especially its capacity for military intimidation. Never 
before has a populist democracy attained international supremacy. But the pursuit of 
power is not a goal that commands popular passion, except in conditions of a sudden 
threat or challenge to the public's sense of domestic well-being. The economic self-
denial (that is, defense spending) and the human sacrifice (casualties even among 
professional soldiers) required in the effort are uncongenial to democratic instincts. 
Democracy is inimical to imperial mobilization." [emphasis mine] - pg 35 

This was provided four years later by the attacks of 9/11. 

Terrorist threat 

Brzezinski does however highlight nicely the inherent feebleness of today's direct 
external threat - Islamic fundamentalism. 



"A possible challenge to American primacy from Islamic fundamentalism could be part 
of the problem in this unstable region. By exploiting religious hostility to the American 
way of life and taking advantage of the Arab-Israeli conflict, Islamic fundamentalism 
could undermine several pro-Western Middle Eastern governments and eventually 
jeopardize American regional interests, especially in the Persian Gulf. However, without 
political cohesion and in the absence of a single genuinely powerful Islamic state, a 
challenge from Islamic fundamentalism would lack a geopolitical core and would thus be 
more likely to express itself through diffuse violence." - 53 

But, he does also underscore the usefulness of terrorism, or the threat of terrorism to push 
his ideas. 

"It is also noteworthy that international conflicts and acts of terrorism have so far been 
remarkably devoid of any use of the weapons of mass destruction. How long that self-
restraint may hold is inherently unpredictable, but the increasing availability, not only to 
states but also to organized groups, of the means to inflict massive casualties-- by the use 
of nuclear or bacteriological weapons-- also inevitably increases the probability of their 
employment." - 213 

Creating the New Global System With Culture 

The planned decay, or collapse, of the American empire must coincide with the 
emergence of the United Nations. Brzezinski mentions the tool to be used to generate a 
more international culture required for the acceptance of and obedience to global 
government. 

"These efforts will have the added historical advantage of benefiting from the new web of 
global linkages that is growing exponentially outside the more traditional nation-state 
system. That web-- woven by multinational corporations, NGOs (nongovernmental 
organizations, with many of them transnational in character) and scientific communities 
and reinforced by the Internet-- already creates an informal global system that is 
inherently congenial to more institutionalized and inclusive global cooperation." 
[empahsis mine] - 215 

The use of multinational corporations should need no explanation with the almost daily 
international corporate mergers, interdependence derived from the separation of 
production and consumption, and the uniformity of products across the entire globe. 
NGOs and the scientific communities are hard at work pushing for international 
institutions in their rabid campaign against global warming. The internet too, is a 
powerful tool in promoting a global digital culture. 

My next article will draw attention to Brzezinski’s call for the expansion of the European 
Union and NATO, the establishment of an Asian Union, and his work with the Council on 
Foreign Relations and the Trilateral Commission in forming an American Union. 



Supranational Unions As A Stepping 
Stone 

The Grand Chessboard Part 3 

Brent Jessop - Knowledge Driven Revolution.com 
October 15, 2007 

An important step in establishing a world government run by the United Nations is the 
development of smaller multinational trade and political unions. This step allows for a 
gradual weakening of nationalistic emotions in the respective countries as borders are 
slowly erased. It also develops a sense of normalcy with having multinational 
bureaucracies replacing the roles that national governments formerly played. 

This process is strongly supported by Zbigniew Brzezinski in his book The Grand 
Chessboard: American Primacy and Its Geostrategic Imperatives (1997). As discussed 
here, Brzezinski makes it plainly clear that the role of the American empire is to pave the 
way for the emergence of the United Nations as a world government. The tools used for 
this as well as the necessary fall of the American empire were previously discussed here. 

European Union 

From The Grand Chessboard: 
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"By pioneering in the integration of nation-states into a shared supranational economic 
and eventually political union, Europe is also pointing the way toward larger forms of 
postnational organization, beyond the narrow visions and the destructive passions of the 
age of nationalism." [emphasis mine] - 57 

Brzezinski makes clear the need for the expansion of the European Union into central 
Europe and especially the absorption of a newly independent Ukraine. The expansion of 
the European Union eastward was to be preceded by the expansion of NATO. All of these 
objectives are slowly being implemented as can be seen by events like the “Orange 
Revolution” in the Ukraine. 

"In the current circumstances, the expansion of NATO to include Poland, the Czech 
Republic, and Hungary -- probably by 1999 -- appears to be likely. After this initial but 
significant step, it is likely that any subsequent expansion of the alliance will either be 
coincidental with or will follow the expansion of the EU. The latter involves a much 
more complicated process, both in the number of qualifying stages and in the meeting of 
membership requirements (see chart on page 83). Thus, even the first admissions into the 
EU from Central Europe are not likely before the year 2002 or perhaps somewhat later. 
Nonetheless, after the first three new NATO members have also joined the EU, both the 
EU and NATO will have to address the question of extending membership to the Baltic 
republics, Slovenia, Romania, Bulgaria, and Slovakia, and perhaps also, eventually, to 
Ukraine." - 81 

"It follows, therefore, that states that are in a position to begin and are invited to 
undertake accession talks with the EU should automatically also be viewed henceforth as 
subject in effect to NATO's presumptive protection." - 83 

"Given the growing consensus regarding the desirability of admitting the nations of 
Central Europe into both the EU and NATO, the practical meaning of this question 
focuses attention on the future status of the Baltic republics and perhaps also that of 
Ukraine." - 50 

Asian Union 

"A geostrategic issue of crucial importance is posed by China's emergence as a major 
power. The most appealing outcome would be to co-opt a democratizing and free-
marketing China into a larger Asian regional framework of cooperation." [emphasis 
mine] - 54 

American Union 

Brzezinski's roles as the first director of the Trilateral Commission and a board member 
of the Council on Foreign Relations directly involves him in the current process of 
creating the North American Union. A nice video summary of the process and some of 
the important players can be watched here. This plan includes the creation of a single 
currency tentatively called the Amero, which was recently stated publicly as a 'possibility' 
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by the governor of the Bank of Canada, David Dodge. 

It should also be stressed that the formation of the North American Union is a stepping 
stone to a wider American Union encompassing the whole of South America. Much the 
same way the European Union initially began as a Western European Union. 

Inter-Union Integration 

The establishment of the three main economic and political blocks will gradually be 
united into a single global form. This process recommended by Brzezinski is the exact 
same process used to initiate the three separate unions; free trade agreements. 

"...the United States would do well to consider the adoption of an American-Japanese 
free trade agreement, thereby creating a common American-Japanese economic 
space. Such a step, formalizing the growing linkage between the two economies, would 
provide the geopolitical underpinning both for America's continued presence in the Far 
East and for Japan's constructive global engagement." [emphasis mine] - 192 

"Tokyo can carve out a globally influential role by cooperating closely with the United 
States regarding what might be called the new agenda of global concerns, while avoiding 
any futile and potentially counterproductive effort to become a regional power itself. The 
task of American statesmanship should hence be to steer Japan in that direction. An 
American-Japanese free trade agreement, creating a common economic space, 
would fortify the connection and promote the goal, and hence its utility should be jointly 
examined." [emphasis mine] - 208 

"A Transatlantic Free Trade Agreement, already advocated by a number of prominent 
Atlantic leaders, could also mitigate the risk of growing economic rivalry between a more 
united EU and the United States. In any case, the EU's eventual success in burying the 
centuries-old European nationalist antagonisms, with their globally disruptive effects, 
would be well worth some gradual diminution in America's decisive role as Eurasia's 
current arbitrator." [emphasis mine] - 200 

Once this process fully takes hold and American primacy fades the United Nations will 
emerge as a global government. 

"In brief, the U.S. policy goal must be unapologetically twofold: to perpetuate America's 
own dominant position for at least a generation and preferably longer still; and to create a 
geopolitical framework that can absorb the inevitable shocks and strains of social-
political change while evolving into the geopolitical core of shared responsibility for 
peaceful global management. A prolonged phase of gradually expanding cooperation 
with key Eurasian partners, both stimulated and arbitrated by America, can also help to 
foster the preconditions for an eventual upgrading of the existing and increasingly 
antiquated UN [United Nations] structures. A new distribution of responsibilities and 
privileges can then take into account the changed realities of global power, so drastically 
different from those of 1945." [emphasis mine] - 215 



Interdependence and the Luxury of War 
The Grand Chessboard Part 4 

Brent Jessop - Knowledge Driven Revolution.com 
October 22, 2007 

The following is a series of loosely linked topics taken from Zbigniew Brzezinski’s book 
The Grand Chessboard: American Primacy and Its Geostrategic Imperatives (1997). 
These topics did not fit in to my previous articles about this book but are important topics 
in their own right and still should be addressed. 

The first three articles in this series described the use of American imperial power to 
bring about world government, the techniques used to bring about the fall of the 
American empire and the rise of the United Nations, and the purpose of supranational 
unions within that agenda. 

War, a Luxury of the Poor 

War is an extraordinary tool for changing the culture of nations into the designs of the 
elite. The side being attacked and the side doing the attacking are both drastically altered 
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by the process. With this in mind, the statement by Brzezinski, highlighted below, is 
referring to the usefulness of war to the elite of those countries and is coldly serious. 

From The Grand Chessboard: 

"That lack of confidence has been intensified by widespread disappointment with the 
consequences of the end of the Cold War. Instead of a "new world order" based on 
consensus and harmony, "things which seemed to belong to the past" have all of a sudden 
become the future. Although ethnic-national conflicts may no longer pose the risk of a 
central war, they do threaten the peace in significant parts of the globe. Thus, war is not 
likely to become obsolete for some time to come. With the more-endowed nations 
constrained by their own higher technological capacity for self-destruction as well as by 
self-interest, war may have become a luxury that only the poor peoples of this world 
can afford. In the foreseeable future, the impoverished two-thirds of humanity may not 
be motivated by the restraint of the privileged." [emphasis mine] - 213 

Welfare State 

"By the mid-nineties, however, these impulses had faded. Economic recovery by and 
large has been achieved; if anything, the problem Europe increasingly faces is that of 
an excessively burdensome welfare system that is sapping its economic vitality..." 
[emphasis mine] - 60 

I highlighted the above quote by Brzezinski because he is currently a top foreign policy 
advisor to the Barack Obama’s campaign to be the Democratic party’s presidential 
candidate. Would those words not flow nicely out of an angry right-wing TV 
commentator? Just one more reason not to believe in the false left-right paradigm. 

Global Interdependence 

One of the favourite buzzwords, never too far from the lips of the globalists, is 
interdependence. Brzezinski demonstrates that the real purpose is to create dependence, 
and therefore servitude to the organizing body. He discusses this in the context of the 
break up of the Soviet Union. 

"In its narrowest form, the "near abroad" priority involved the perfectly reasonable 
proposition that Russia must first concentrate on relations with the newly independent 
states, especially as all of them remained tied to Russia by the realities of the 
deliberately fostered Soviet policy of promoting economic interdependence among 
them. That made both economic and geopolitical sense. The "common economic space," 
of which the new Russian leaders spoke often, was a reality that could not be ignored by 
the leaders of the newly independent states. Cooperation, and even some integration, 
was an economic necessity. Thus, it was not only normal but desirable to promote joint 
CIS [Commonwealth of Independent States] institutions in order to reverse the economic 
disruptions and fragmentation produced by the political breakup of the Soviet Union." 
[emphasis mine] - 106 
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